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1. Introduction {#anie202000940-sec-0001}
===============

Over the last two decades, substantial attention has focused on aggregation‐induced emission (AIE) in materials science, analytical chemistry, and life sciences.[1](#anie202000940-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The unique luminescence behavior of AIE luminogens (AIEgens) has sparked the curiosity of various segments of the scientific community. After the discovery of prototypical AIEgens such as pentaphenylsilole[2](#anie202000940-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and tetraphenylethene (**TPE**),[3](#anie202000940-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} research on the mechanisms of quenching in solution and emission in the solid state began (Figure [1](#anie202000940-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). AIE depends first and foremost on the control over non‐radiative decay (deactivation pathways). The first proposal to control such non‐radiative decay was based on the restriction of the intramolecular rotation (RIR) model.[4](#anie202000940-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} In solution, non‐radiative decay of biaryl compounds occurs by axis rotation, which is restricted in the solid state. Therefore, many AIEgens exhibit multiple biaryl bonds and complex structures. The validity of the RIR model by first‐principles calculations has also been studied.[5](#anie202000940-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

![Typical AIEgens and schematic illustration of the RIR mechanism.](ANIE-59-9856-g007){#anie202000940-fig-0001}

Recently, Tang and co‐workers proposed the restriction of intramolecular motion (RIM) model, wherein the fluorescence quenching includes contributions from both rotation (RIR) and vibration (RIV).[6](#anie202000940-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Applying this strategy, they developed simple, small, and easily synthesizable AIEgens based on tetraphenylpyrazines,[7](#anie202000940-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} while Tanaka and co‐workers used this mechanism to design flexible organoboron or carborane complexes as AIEgens.[8](#anie202000940-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

However, AIE is a general term for a phenomenon, and a variety of molecular systems and emission or quenching mechanisms exist (Figure [2](#anie202000940-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). AIE phenomena occur as a consequence of multiple processes such as RIR, *E*/*Z* isomerization, or the formation of *J*‐type aggregates.[9](#anie202000940-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#anie202000940-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For example, the strong emission of 1‐cyano‐*trans*‐1,2‐bis‐(4′‐methylbiphenyl)ethylene (**CN‐MBE**) in the aggregated state is largely due to the planarization of the π‐system and to the formation of *J*‐type aggregates.[11](#anie202000940-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} In the case of **TPE**, both RIM and planarization to expand the π‐conjugation are thought to be important factors for the observed AIE phenomena.[12](#anie202000940-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Other AIEgens such as **BODIPY** derivatives exhibit twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) in solution,[1e](#anie202000940-bib-0001e){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#anie202000940-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} while Schiff‐base derivatives exhibit excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT),[14](#anie202000940-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and cyclooctatetrathiophene derivatives are subject to restricted skeletal isomerization.[15](#anie202000940-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

![Selected representative AIEgens and a new class of AIEgens: 9,10‐Bis(*N*,*N*‐dialkylamino)anthracenes (**BDAA**) and their archetypical example 9,10‐bis(piperidyl)anthracene (**BPA**) with its crystallographic structure.](ANIE-59-9856-g008){#anie202000940-fig-0002}

To understand the relationship between intramolecular motion and AIE properties, Blancafort and Morokuma conducted independent quantum chemical investigations[16](#anie202000940-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#anie202000940-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#anie202000940-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#anie202000940-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} in order to analyze diphenyldibenzofulvene,[17](#anie202000940-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} tetraphenylsilole,[18](#anie202000940-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and phenyleneimide[19](#anie202000940-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} AIEgens by restricted access to a conical intersection (RACI) model. The RACI model explains AIE in terms of the difference of non‐radiative decay rate in the different circumstances. The quantum chemical calculations predicted a largely distorted structure near the minimum energy conical intersection (MECI). In solution, the MECI is easy to access, while it becomes difficult to access in the solid state, and is prohibited in the crystalline state (Figure [3](#anie202000940-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Kokado and co‐workers applied this method to **TPE** and further demonstrated experimentally the importance of isomerization.[20](#anie202000940-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic illustration of the conical intersection accessibility in dilute solution (left) and aggregates (right).](ANIE-59-9856-g009){#anie202000940-fig-0003}

The relationship between AIEgens and photophysical processes (Jablonski diagram) is shown in Figure [4](#anie202000940-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. Fluorescence quenching of AIEgens in solution must occur through an internal conversion process (S~1~→S~0~), whose efficiency is directly affected by the restrictions of intramolecular motions. Therefore, in order to rationally design AIEgens, one must design their internal conversion process so that it becomes fast only in solution but not in the solid state.

![Jablonski diagram of a typical organic fluorophore.](ANIE-59-9856-g010){#anie202000940-fig-0004}

Recently, we discovered 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dialkylamino)anthracenes (**BDAA**), 9,10‐bis(piperidyl)anthracene (**BPA**), as well as the corresponding naphthalene and pyrene analogues as a new class of AIEgens.[21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie202000940-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} **BDAA** is a unique AIEgen that neither contains isomerizable double bonds nor exhibits axial rotation and planarization of the π‐system (Figure [2](#anie202000940-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, the excited‐state structures and luminescence properties of **BDAA** can be clearly explained by the RACI model. **BDAA** does not interact with nearby molecules in the excited state, but acts as an isolated molecule, which is advantageous for the elucidation of the AIE mechanism. Details of the features of **BDAA** will be described in the next chapter (vide infra).

"What is essential in the AIE mechanism?" In this minireview, we address this question and elucidate the AIE mechanism, as well as the necessary theoretical calculations and experiments in realizing the production of AIEgens based on this mechanism. In essence, we demonstrate a methodology of analyzing the photophysical properties of AIEgens to elucidate the mechanism of AIE by quantum chemical calculations, using **BDAA** as an example.[21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie202000940-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} **BDAA** is an ideally suited fluorescent dye to characterize AIE. Our studies revealed that it is possible to discuss photophysical processes on the basis of the potential energy surface (PES), which is similar to thermal chemical reactions, and thus to develop rational design strategies for AIEgens.[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie202000940-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} In thermal chemical reactions, transition states control the kinetics of the reaction. On the other hand, the kinetics of non‐radiative decay is mainly determined by the conical intersection (CI). Thus, the accessibility of the conical intersection determines the non‐radiative decay rates and consequently the fluorescence quantum yield. Our approach to design AIEgens is based on the concept that **controlling conical intersection accessibility (CCIA)** enables one to tune the fluorescence quantum yield. We also discuss the classification of previously known AIEgens and the potential of new dyes with respect to governing the fluorescence on/off mechanism by controlling the CI. Finally, the impact of AIE research on photochemistry is described.

The non‐radiative decay pathway can be explained on the PES. If a low‐lying conical intersection exists, non‐radiative decay is promoted in solution (Figure [3](#anie202000940-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). This fast internal conversion leads to low fluorescence quantum yields (*Φ* ~fl~) in dilute solution. In contrast, large amplitude modes such as ring puckering is prohibited in the aggregated states and internal conversion is thus not preferred; therefore, the *Φ* ~fl~ in the aggregated states is enhanced. In the case of **BDAA**, a ring puckering type CI stabilized by rotation of amino groups promotes internal conversion. The Jablonski diagram simply illustrates the interstate transition, and accordingly does not contain details about the photochemistry, given that it does not include nuclear coordinates (Figure [4](#anie202000940-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

2. Bis(N,N‐dialkylamino)anthracenes {#anie202000940-sec-0002}
===================================

Our quest for acene‐based AIEgens started in 2015 with the serendipitous discovery that the regioisomerism of bis(piperidyl)anthracenes (**BPAs**) switches their AIE/ACQ behavior.[21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#anie202000940-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#anie202000940-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Figure [5](#anie202000940-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} highlights the relationship between the photophysical properties of **BPAs** and their regioisomerism: the 1,4‐ (**1,4‐BPA**) and 9,10‐isomers (**9,10‐BPA**) exhibit strong AIE, whereas the other isomers show ACQ. More interesting than the regioisomeric effects were the absence of any structural features commonly observed for other reported AIEgens (vide supra). **BPAs** possess neither extended π‐systems with multiple free rotatable bonds, nor strong donor--acceptor pairs or isomerizable double bonds---they simply contain an anthracene ring and dialkylamino groups, whose Aryl−N bond rotation is severely hindered by *peri*‐hydrogen atoms. Such structurally simple and rigid D‐π‐D‐type molecules should exhibit ACQ similar to other **BPA** isomers. This contradictory structure--property relationship of *para*‐substituted **BPAs** motivated us to elucidate their underlying mechanism beyond the empirical discussion based on conventional organic physical chemistry.

![Photographs of the fluorescence of **BPAs** in the solid state and in solution.](ANIE-59-9856-g011){#anie202000940-fig-0005}

Before discussing the photophysical details, several key features of **1,4‐BPA** and **9,10‐BPA** as AIEgens are summarized. Figure [6](#anie202000940-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the enhancement of their fluorescence intensity upon aggregation in a THF--water system. When the volume fraction of water reaches 90 vol. %, both isomers form nanoaggregates (diameter=ca. 100 nm) with high *Φ* ~fl~ values that are comparable to those of polycrystalline solids (Figure [5](#anie202000940-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Apart from their quantum yields, their spectral shape and position are comparable, regardless of the conditions the solids are in (e.g., nanoaggregates, millimeter‐sized crystallites, or milled dispersions in NaBr). Such robust fluorescence may be advantageous for potential imaging applications.

![AIE behavior of a) **1**,**4‐BPA** and b) **9**,**10‐BPA** measured in THF--water. Fluorescence quantum yield (*Φ* ~fl~) values of their aggregates (diameter: ca. 100 nm; water fraction=90 vol. %) are noted for comparison. Adapted from ref. [21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry ©2015.](ANIE-59-9856-g012){#anie202000940-fig-0006}

Another attractive feature of these **BPAs** is their large Stokes shifts. After the emergence of super‐resolution optical microscopy based on stimulated emission depletion (STED), numerous studies have engaged in the design of fluorescent dyes with large Stokes shifts, whereby crosstalk between the STED beam and the excitation is suppressed.[26](#anie202000940-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The Stokes shifts of solid **1,4‐BPA** (5500 cm^−1^) and **9,10‐BPA** (7400 cm^−1^) are comparable or larger than those of the aforementioned custom‐designed dyes (Figure [7](#anie202000940-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). **1,4‐BPA** and **9,10‐BPA** exhibit identical absorption maxima (ca. 400 nm) but fluorescence at very different spectral positions, which renders these dyes suitable candidates for potential applications in multicolor--color STED imaging using a single laser beam pair.[27](#anie202000940-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

![Stokes shifts of **1**,**4‐BPA** and **9**,**10‐BPA** in polycrystalline samples (solid lines) and in toluene solution (dashed lines). Diffuse‐reflectance spectra were measured for polycrystalline samples dispersed in NaBr. Adapted from ref. [21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry ©2015.](ANIE-59-9856-g013){#anie202000940-fig-0007}

However, the fluorescence behavior of **9,10‐BPA** allows monitoring phenomena even more fundamental than aggregation. The fluorescence of the **9,10‐BPA** analogue 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene exhibited a sensitive response to the viscosity, *η*, of its environment (Figure [8](#anie202000940-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}). Its sensitivity toward *η* (*x=*0.66) in the fluorescence intensity *I*(*λ* ~fl~) was estimated by using the Förster--Hoffmann equation[28](#anie202000940-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} $\log I\left( \lambda_{fl} \right) = C + x\mspace{720mu} log\mspace{720mu}\eta$ . As this value is comparable to that of representative molecular rotors such as 9‐(dicyanovinyl)‐julolidine (DCVJ; *x=*0.53)[29](#anie202000940-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} and Thioflavin T (*x=*0.72),[30](#anie202000940-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} we established synthetic routes to attach **9,10‐BPA** derivatives with different alkyl groups (**BDAAs**) to other macromolecular systems.[31](#anie202000940-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

![Viscosity‐sensitive fluorescence of 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene. a) Viscosity‐dependent fluorescence spectra and b) the corresponding double‐logarithmic plots. Adapted from ref. [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} with permission from the American Chemical Society ©2016.](ANIE-59-9856-g014){#anie202000940-fig-0008}

Hereafter, we describe the photophysical properties common to the entire family of **BDAAs**, as all these exhibit outstanding AIE with comparable spectral parameters. To unlock the AIE mechanism of **BDAAs** one must firstly determine if the fluorescence properties of **BDAAs** can be discussed in the context of the RIR/RIV mechanisms,[6](#anie202000940-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} similar to other AIEgens. If so, *Φ* ~fl~ values of **BDAAs** should be susceptible primarily to their internal conversion efficiency.

The enhanced fluorescence of **BDAAs** upon aggregation can be explained by their non‐radiative transition rate. Table [1](#anie202000940-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that aggregation largely suppresses the non‐radiative transition rate, *k* ~nr~, of the 9,10‐isomer, while its radiative transition rate remained at approximately *k* ~r~=5×10^7^ s^−1^ both in solution and in aggregates. In addition, the *k* ~nr~ of the 9,10‐isomer was higher in solution than those of other regioisomers, implying that 9,10‐substitution promotes fast non‐radiative transition processes that are restricted in the solid state. Although intersystem crossing is another potential non‐radiative transition besides internal conversion, we can rule out this possibility as phosphorescence was absent in **BDAAs**, even at 77 K. These results rationalize that AIE phenomena of **BDAAs** is attributed to the suppression of internal conversion in their solid states: Indeed **BDAAs** may serve as an ideal example to study RIR/RIV effects upon aggregation since their solid‐state fluorescence was almost free from other complicated electronic phenomena in the solid state such as *J*‐ or *H*‐ aggregate formation. Their absorption/fluorescence spectral shapes in the solid state remain unchanged from those in the solution state (Figure [7](#anie202000940-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the absence of excitonic interactions. Compared to the bulky structures of typical AIEgens with efficient solid‐state fluorescence,[32](#anie202000940-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} the structurally compact **BDAAs** feature relatively small interchromophoric distances in solids (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Nevertheless, fluorescence of **BDAAs** were monomeric probably due to their large Stokes shifts with minimal structural relaxations, which can cause so‐called exciton self‐trapping, a process where local lattice deformations trap excitons into a single luminophore.[33](#anie202000940-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Radiative (*k* ~r~) and non‐radiative (*k* ~nr~) transition rates of each regioisomer in solution and colloidal suspensions (THF:H~2~O=1:9).

                       THF solution   Colloidal suspension^\[a\]^        
  -------------------- -------------- ----------------------------- ---- -----
  1,4‐isomer           25             76                            24   30
  9,10‐isomer^\[b\]^   50             250                           53   109
  1,5‐isomer           67             20                            49   360
  1,8‐isomer           48             20                            31   170
  2,6‐isomer           54             7.2                           43   250

\[a\] Rate constants were calculated based on amplitude‐averaged lifetimes. \[b\] The *N*,*N*‐dipropylamine analogue of **9**,**10‐BPA** was used because the *Φ* ~fl~ of **9**,**10‐BPA** (0.02) is too small to derive reliably accurate rate constants.
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The discussion above clarifies that internal conversion processes play a key role in the AIE phenomena of **BDAAs**. Therefore, a determination of which kind of intramolecular vibrations is responsible for AIE is necessary to develop the mechanistic study into a generalized design strategy. As noted previously, **BDAAs** contain, unlike the majority of AIE luminogens, neither isomerizable double bonds nor extended π‐systems with multiple axial rotations. Nevertheless, in **BDAAs**, two Aryl--N axial rotations are present that might affect the energetics of the π‐system. Namely, if Aryl−N bond rotations would drastically diminish the S~1~--S~0~ gap, which is commonly known as the "free‐rotor effect" of the Aryl−N bonds, fast non‐radiative transitions would be promoted.[34](#anie202000940-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#anie202000940-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} However this is not case; rotations around the Aryl−N bond hardly decreased the S~1~--S~0~ gap due to the presence of the *peri*‐hydrogen atoms in anthracene, which prevent the rotation. Instead, the large Stokes shifts of **BDAAs** arise from the "umbrella motion" of the pyramidal dialkylamino groups (Figure [9](#anie202000940-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}). Since such a small inversion mode can take place even in the solid state, this mode is unlikely to cause AIE. Accordingly, it seems difficult to identify large‐amplitude modes responsible for the AIE of **BDAAs** as long as we rely exclusively on the empirical perspective. To better understand the AIE mechanism, it is therefore necessary to undertake an ab initio approach.

![Schematic illustration of the PES of 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene obtained from DFT/TD‐DFT calculations at the B3LYP/6‐31+G(d) level of theory. The ground state adopts two stable conformations (S0MIN) that are interconverted through the inversion of its NR~3~ tetrahedra. After photoexcitation, each Franck--Condon (FC) state relaxes through planarization of one NR~3~, leading to the conformation shown as S1MIN1. This "umbrella motion" occurs also at the other NR~3~ tetrahedron under concomitant tilting of these planar trigonal planes, which gives another stable conformation (S1MIN2). These structural relaxations decrease the S~0~--S~1~ transition energy to the extent comparable with the experimental Stokes shifts. Any MECI was not sampled in this calculation and is hence not shown here.](ANIE-59-9856-g015){#anie202000940-fig-0009}

As illustrated in Figure [3](#anie202000940-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the ab initio approach assumes that AIEgens dissipate their photoexcitation energy through CIs. If the S~1~/S~0~ CI lies sufficiently low to be accessed in solution but involves large structural deformations, such molecules are usually subject to fast internal conversion in solution but fluorescent in the solid state due to CCIA. Accordingly, the key questions for **BDAAs** are: 1) if they possess a suitably low‐lying S~1~/S~0~ CI for easy access, and 2) if so, how 9,10‐substitution by dialkylamino groups lowers the S~1~/S~0~ CI.

Our CASSCF(10e/8o)/6‐31G(d) calculations performed on 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene revealed that its S~1~/S~0~ minimum energy CI (MECI) resides at a much lower level than the excited Franck--Condon state.[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} In addition, the structure at the MECI involves a large out‐of‐plane deformation of the anthracene ring with two upraised dialkylamino groups (Figure [10](#anie202000940-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). Since such a large‐amplitude motion is without doubt restricted in the solid state, the AIE of 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene can be rationalized in terms of this bending mode on the aromatic ring.

![a) Natural orbital (occupation number=0.745) at the MECI calculated for benzene; b) S~1~/S~0~ MECI of 9,10‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)anthracene and its Lewis structure. The S~0~/S~1~ MECI search was performed at the CASSCF(10e,8o)/6‐31G(d) level of theory. Adapted from ref. [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} with permission from the American Chemical Society ©2016.](ANIE-59-9856-g016){#anie202000940-fig-0010}

At first glance, this result seems counterintuitive to the stereotypical perception of classic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as rigid planes. Thus, the second question must be addressed: how does the 9,10‐substitution pattern of dialkylamines "soften" the anthracene ring in the excited state? Similar ring puckering has been observed in benzene, when benzene is excited with energies higher than 0.37 eV, which triggers the specific photophysical pathway "Channel 3".[36](#anie202000940-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In Channel 3, benzenes at the S~2~ level are subject to fast internal conversion via the S~2~/S~1~ CI and the S~1~/S~0~ crossing seam with a Dewar‐benzene structure.[37](#anie202000940-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} Such a Dewar‐benzene geometry was also found in our calculations for the MECI of benzene, which displays bonding between its bridgehead positions (Figure [10](#anie202000940-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). In the same way, the S~1~/S~0~ MECI of **BDAA** can be regarded as an analogue of Dewar benzene. Accordingly, we can expect that 9,10‐substitution in **BDAAs** by strong electron donors amplifies the bonding nature between the **BDAA** bridgehead positions, which would stabilize the Dewar‐benzene structure of the MECI. This hypothesis was confirmed by our natural orbital analysis for the S~1~/S~0~ MECI of **BDAAs**.[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} In general, the AIE in **BDAAs** can be described as follows: dialkylamino groups at the 9,10‐positions stabilize the S~1~/S~0~ MECI of the anthracene ring by donating electrons to the bridge of a Dewar‐benzene‐like structure, which promotes dissipation of the photoexcitation energy via large‐amplitude bending modes.

Through these calculations and discussion, the AIE mechanism in **BDAAs** became clear. The next step was to generalize the insight into the design strategy of acene‐based AIE luminogens (Figure [11](#anie202000940-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). In short, the design strategy consists of two simple steps. To make classic PAHs AIE‐active, firstly we must know their MECI, especially those with out‐of‐plane deformations, because their electronic states may be analogous to Dewar benzene. Fortunately, Maeda and co‐workers have already reported the MECI for benzene, naphthalene, phenanthrene, anthracene, and pyrene.[38](#anie202000940-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} The second step is to introduce dialkylamino groups at the positions where their aromatic rings deform the most in the MECI. During this step it will often be necessary to twist the Aryl−N bonds using steric hindrance, as twisted Aryl−N bonds can keep their Franck--Condon states and S~1~ minima higher than those without steric hindrance, leaving the MECI more accessible. In the following sections, we briefly exemplify this design strategy by converting the two classic aromatic hydrocarbons naphthalene[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and pyrene.[23](#anie202000940-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

![Design of dialkylamino‐substituted PAHs as new AIEgens.](ANIE-59-9856-g017){#anie202000940-fig-0011}

According to Maeda and co‐workers,[38](#anie202000940-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} the most stable S~1~/S~0~ MECI of naphthalene deforms in a way that pushes its 1‐ or 4‐positions upwards. Therefore, we examined how dialkylamines at these positions would affect the photophysical properties of naphthalene in solution and in the solid state.[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} When one or two dialkylamine groups were introduced in the 1,4‐position, the corresponding **BDAAs** exhibited moderate to strong fluorescence in solution (Figure [12](#anie202000940-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}). While we could not evaluate the *Φ* ~fl~ value of 1‐(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)naphthalene (**DAN**) crystals, 1,4‐bis(*N*,*N*‐dimethylamino)naphthalene (**BDAN**) exhibited enhanced fluorescence in solution (*Φ* ~fl~=0.59) and in polycrystalline solids (*Φ* ~fl~=0.90). As these two dyes exhibit fast internal conversions,[39](#anie202000940-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} this might imply that the accessibility of their S~1~/S~0~ MECI was improved simply by substitution with dialkylamine groups.

![Comparison of the fluorescence quantum yields of 1‐dimethylaminonaphthalene, 1,4‐bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene, 1‐dimethylamino‐2,3‐dimethylnaphthalene, and 1,4‐bis(dimethylamino)‐2,3‐dimethyl)naphthalene together with photographic images of their fluorescence in solution or in the polycrystalline state. Adapted from ref. [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} with permission from the American Chemical Society ©2016.](ANIE-59-9856-g018){#anie202000940-fig-0012}

This effect became much more pronounced when the dialkylamino groups were twisted via the methyl groups at the 2,3‐positions (**DAN**→**DMe‐DAN**; **BDAN**→**DMe‐BDAN**). **DMe‐DAN** and **DMe‐BDAN** exhibit faint fluorescence in solution (*Φ* ~fl~=0.02--0.05), but bright solid‐state fluorescence in polycrystalline solids (*Φ* ~fl~=0.73--0.78). In particular **DMe‐BDAN** displayed a strong viscosity effect on its fluorescence (*x=*0.27). Therefore, the steric hindrance around the Aryl−N bonds should be considered essential for the design of advanced AIEgens based on naphthalene.

Subsequently, we extended this design strategy to pyrene, which contains a bigger π‐system compared to the two previous examples. At the same time, pyrene serves as an important building block for larger molecular systems. According to previous reports,[36](#anie202000940-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} deformation around the 2‐ and 7‐positions or the K‐region (4‐, 5‐, 9‐, and 10‐positions) stabilizes the S~1~/S~0~ MECI of pyrene more than deformation at the 1‐, 3‐, 6‐, and 8‐positions.[38](#anie202000940-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} To test our design strategy, we synthesized the four compounds shown in Figure [13](#anie202000940-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"}. Although the Aryl−N bonds in **4,5‐Py**, **1‐Py**, and **1,6‐Py** are all sterically hindered both by adjacent functional groups and *peri*‐hydrogen atoms, only **4,5‐Py** exhibits drastic AIE behavior with a prominent non‐radiative transition rate (*k* ~nr~=57×10^7^ s^−1^). Our calculations showed that the dilakylamino groups, which are in close proximity of each other, work cooperatively during the structural deformation, thus making the S~1~/S~0~ MECI of **4,5‐Py** readily accessible. A comparison with ACQ‐active **1,6‐Py** highlights the importance of these substituent positions.

![a) Molecular structure of *N*,*N*‐dimethylamine‐substituted pyrene derivatives; b) X‐ray crystallographic structure of **4**,**5‐Py**; c) S~1~/S~0~ MECI structure calculated at the CASSCF(12e,9o)/6‐31G(d) level of theory.](ANIE-59-9856-g019){#anie202000940-fig-0013}

3. Theoretical Insights into the AIE Mechanism {#anie202000940-sec-0003}
==============================================

AIE can be understood as a response of the fluorescence quantum yield to the surrounding environment. An AIEgen leads to non‐radiative decay in dilute solution, but not in aggregates. In some cases, a periodic electric field in crystals can enhance the fluorescence quantum yield.[40](#anie202000940-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

However, AIE does not necessarily require crystallization and thus it is not feasible to consider that the enhancement of the fluorescence rate constant by the electric field from the surrounding molecules is the main reason for AIE. It seems intuitive to think that AIE is essentially due to a steric hindrance of the non‐radiative decay by surrounding molecules. Thus, once non‐radiative decay pathways on the PES are obtained, one can understand the working mechanism of the AIEgen. Non‐radiative decay pathways can be obtained in the same way as pathways for thermal chemical reactions, except that non‐radiative decay pathways contain transitions between different electronic states.

The PES is a function of the electronic energy, whose domains are nuclear coordinates. Thus, each minimum on the PES corresponds to an equilibrium structure, while each saddle point corresponds to a transition state. The minimum energy path connecting two different chemical species describes a static limit of a possible chemical reaction. Even though an actual chemical reaction at finite temperature deviates from the minimum energy path, the minimum energy path still affords a qualitative insight into the chemical reaction. Since the first successful determination of a full organometallic catalytic cycle,[41](#anie202000940-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} quantum chemical calculations have clarified numerous mechanisms of catalytic reactions and provided further insights to tune transition states to improve reaction rate and selectivity.

Although thermal chemical reactions can be discussed within the ground state PES, photophysical processes and photochemical reactions contain transitions between multiple PESs. After photo‐irradiation, an excited molecule is generated. Absorptions end up within negligibly short time compared to nuclear motion, and accordingly, such transitions are called vertical excitations. The excited molecule, which is in the higher singlet excited state (S~*n*~) will rapidly relax into the lowest singlet excited state (S~1~) by internal conversion. The S~1~ state exhibits a longer lifetime than high‐lying states before the fluorescence, intersystem crossing (ISC) to the lowest triplet state (T~1~) state, or internal conversion to the singlet ground (S~0~) state. As the fluorescence occurs from the relaxed structure, the fluorescence wavelength is usually longer than the absorption wavelength. This difference is called the Stokes shift. Both ISC and internal conversion represent transitions between different states. Non‐radiative transitions between two different spin states is called ISC, while non‐radiative transitions between identical spin states are called internal conversions. Although ISCs to T~1~ are slower (≈ns) than internal conversions to S~0~ (≈ps), ISCs can be accelerated by large spin‐orbit coupling involving relatively heavy elements. Once the T~1~ state has been generated, it usually exhibits a very long lifetime (≈ms). Thus, bimolecular photochemical reactions in the T~1~ state are more likely to occur than in the S~1~ state. Both types of non‐radiative transition occur near the crossing seam of two PESs, and especially, a crossing seam between the same spin states is called a conical intersection (CI) (Figure [14](#anie202000940-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic illustration of a typical potential energy surface (PES). Left: Low conical intersection (CI) causes competition between fluorescence and internal conversion through a CI. Middle: If a CI is sufficiently high, fluorescence becomes dominant. Right: In some cases, an ISC to the triplet state occurs, where phosphorescence ensures.](ANIE-59-9856-g020){#anie202000940-fig-0014}

Thus, locating CIs on PESs, especially MECIs is important to understand how a molecule might engage in non‐radiative decay. Accordingly, the photostability of many types of molecules has been investigated by identifying non‐radiative decay pathways.[42](#anie202000940-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Possible products after passing through CIs can be located by using the initial reaction direction (IRD) method.[43](#anie202000940-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Even though the static calculation of PESs does not give any insight into the dynamics, such as the excited‐state lifetimes, it can potentially tell you which kind of distortion (or vibrational mode) is responsible for the non‐radiative decay. Just as transition states in thermal chemical reactions determine the reaction rate, tuning of the CI may determine the non‐radiative decay rate. Although some recent spectroscopic experiments have succeeded in observing CIs,[44](#anie202000940-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} this approach is still far from making use of CIs to design functional molecules.

AIE can be understood as a response of the fluorescence quantum yield to the surrounding environment. The fluorescence quantum yield is given as \[Eq. [(1)](#anie202000940-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]:$$\mspace{720mu}\Phi_{fl} = \frac{k_{r}}{k_{r} + k_{nr}}$$

As *k* ~r~ is determined by the transition dipole of the dye and thus not particularly sensitive to the surrounding environment, drastic changes of *Φ* ~fl~ are mainly derived from the non‐radiative decay rate *k* ~nr~. If the CI is accompanied by a large distortion, stronger steric hindrance by surrounding molecules in the aggregate phase than in dilute solution can disturb the non‐radiative decay. In such cases, *Φ* ~fl~ is enhanced by aggregation. This is the basic idea of the CCIA strategy. Several theoretical investigations have successfully rationalized AIE in terms of the CCIA strategy.[16](#anie202000940-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

Some experimentalists have mentioned that the possibility of *E*--*Z* isomerization of some types of AIEgens may affect the *Φ* ~fl~ negatively.[45](#anie202000940-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} The *Φ* ~fl~ is microscopically determined by *k* ~nr~ and thus fully independent from the product after internal conversion. However, the *Φ* ~fl~ for the entire system is determined by the mole fraction of the possible isomers. In the case that only one isomer shows AIE, the total *Φ* ~fl~ might actually be affected by isomerization. Nevertheless, one has to take into consideration that the *E*/*Z* isomerization itself is independent of the AIE mechanism.

4. Structure of Typical CIs and Non‐radiative Decay Pathways of AIEgens {#anie202000940-sec-0004}
=======================================================================

CIs of large molecules typically results from local distortion. Thus, non‐radiative decay pathways of AIEgens can be classified according to the deformation of their building blocks. The structures of the CIs of small molecules are classified into several types, which include ring puckering, torsions of double bonds, and ring openings.[46](#anie202000940-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} In fact, some mechanisms of AIEgens have been reported that are based on a coordinate including double bond torsion and ring puckering. Theoretical investigations have suggested an involvement of double‐bond‐torsion‐type CIs in AIEgens such as diphenyldibenzofulvene (**DPDBF**),[17](#anie202000940-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#anie202000940-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} cyano‐substituted distyrylbenzene (**DBDCS**),[48](#anie202000940-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} and 2‐(2‐hydroxyphenyl)benzothiazole (**HBT**).[49](#anie202000940-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Ring‐puckering‐type CIs have also been found in tetraphenylsilole (**DMTPS**)[18](#anie202000940-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and **BDAA**.[21](#anie202000940-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

Based on the CCIA strategy, we can suggest three conditions that AIEgens should satisfy: 1) The CI in solution should have low energy. This condition has to be satisfied to achieve low *Φ* ~fl~ in solution. Electronic control of the CI is not intuitive yet, but at least, it is possible as our **BDAA** succeeded in lowering the ring‐puckered CI by conjugation of the amine. 2) The CI should have a large displacement in order to acquire sensitivity to the surrounding molecular environment. 3) A small orbital overlap in aggregates to avoid ACQ. Conversely, large intermolecular orbital overlaps can lead to energy transfer pathways and negatively affect the *Φ* ~fl~.

These design guidelines allow the molecular engineering of new AIEgens from small cores with known CIs. Starting from a non‐fluorescent molecule with a known CI, AIEgens can be easily obtained by introducing bulky groups at certain positions.

Ring opening/closing‐type CIs are not common in AIEgens until now. Although previous reports have suggested that the cyclization of **TPE** is easier than double‐bond twisting, it does not mean cyclization is the dominant mechanism of AIE in **TPE** (Table [2](#anie202000940-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). In any case, ring opening/closing‐type CIs might be a novel candidate to achieve AIE. For example, coumarin exhibits a low‐energy CI with a ring‐opening‐type structure.[50](#anie202000940-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Modifications of certain positions in order to amplify the motion toward the CI might enable the introduction of AIE behavior in coumarin derivatives. Moreover, conrotation in 4n+2 electrocyclic reactions might also be applicable, provided that energy and structure are modified suitably.

###### 

Classification of CIs and their corresponding compounds.

+----------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
| Structure of the CI  | Compound                                             |
+======================+======================================================+
| double‐bond torsion  | **TPE**, **DPDBF**, distyreneanthracene,             |
|                      |                                                      |
|                      | **HBDI**, **HBT**                                    |
+----------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
| ring puckering       | tetraphenylsilole, **BDAA**, cyclooctatetrathiophene |
+----------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
| ring opening/closing | **TPE**                                              |
+----------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
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In this section, we have discussed the relationship between structures of typical CIs of small molecules and the non‐radiative decay pathways of AIEgens. In many cases, CIs are governed by local deformation, and they thus represent good starting points to determine the mechanism of AIE in terms of possible CIs of building blocks. In fact, many known non‐radiative decay pathways of AIEgens can be classified in the same way as small molecules. Although it is still difficult to determine the structure of CIs by spectroscopy, it is already possible using computational methods. Several theoretical studies have already succeeded in explaining the basic mechanisms of AIE, and with advancing computational methods, it can be expected that it will be soon possible to predict the photophysical properties of a compound before it is synthesized.

5. Conclusions and Outlook {#anie202000940-sec-0005}
==========================

Aggregation‐induced emission (AIE) requires control of the non‐radiative decay, as our case study on the photophysical processes of **BDAA** and the mechanistic analyses by quantum chemical calculations have shown.[22](#anie202000940-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Based on this concept,[53](#anie202000940-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} we have very recently introduced bridged stilbenes as a new type of AIE luminogens (AIEgens). The term "aggregation‐induced emission" refers to the induction of luminescence upon formation of aggregates. However, this definition does not explain the non‐radiative decay in solution. We thus propose that AIE should be explained in terms of an "environment‐responsive non‐radiative decay" concept, which regards changes of quantum yields to be derived from perturbation by surroundings.[53](#anie202000940-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Theoretical investigations have revealed that it is possible to discuss photophysical processes based on a potential energy surface (PES), similar to classical chemical reactions. Controlling the conical intersection (CI) enables the separate formation of fluorescent and non‐fluorescent molecules. It should be noted that the process after passing through the CI has little effect on the AIE phenomenon itself. Although static calculations such as Fukui\'s intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) approach[51](#anie202000940-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} do not describe non‐adiabatic dynamics around the CI, it still provides a useful guide for possible reaction pathways. The novelty and originality of AIE is the creation of function by design and the active control of deactivation pathways (non‐radiative decay pathways) in photophysical processes (Figure [4](#anie202000940-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Although current time‐resolved absorption spectrum measurements cannot observe the behavior of AIE luminogens (AIEgens) in the excited state, it is interesting that quantum chemical calculations have already predicted transient structures during the internal conversion process. Therefore, the results of the calculations will be useful for understanding the measurement results of the chemical intermediates and transient species. In the near future, the molecular design of AIEgens using the **control of conical intersection accessibility (CCIA)** strategy is expected to evolve rapidly. The search for CIs by the artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) method is also possible and may be effective.[52](#anie202000940-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}

In this minireview, we have discussed AIE in photophysical processes at single‐molecule level. On the other hand, AIEgens, which exhibit a higher quantum yield in the high order structures such as eximers and *J*‐aggregates, have also been reported.[10](#anie202000940-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#anie202000940-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} In those case, we may need to include intermolecular interaction between two AIEgens. The difference between the potential energy surfaces for an AIEgen monomer and dimer would tell us what is the important reaction coordinate in such cases.

Advanced light‐emitting materials based on AIEgens and thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF),[54](#anie202000940-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} upconversion luminescent materials based on triplet--triplet annihilation (TTA)[55](#anie202000940-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} and singlet fission[56](#anie202000940-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} are not new, neither phenomenologically nor mechanistically.[57](#anie202000940-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} However, the design of such materials based on the fundamentals of photochemistry and state‐of‐the‐art measurements and calculations is new. Although the thus obtained results are primarily fundamental in nature, they have an immediate impact on the development of advanced light‐emitting materials. This approach is consistent with the philosophy of Confucius, who promotes "developing new ideas based on learning from the past."[58](#anie202000940-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} AIE is a phenomenon that, unlike TADF and upconversion, occurs due to internal conversions, which rely on spin control (Figure [4](#anie202000940-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

AIE was reported as a curiosity 20 years ago.[2](#anie202000940-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Since then, many researchers have investigated this phenomenon and numerous applications have been developed. In the near future, AIE will become an established phenomenon of functional materials that can be custom‐tailored. As said by Confucius "a visit by a friend from afar is truly a delight",[59](#anie202000940-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} let us enjoy and work together in AIE research.[60](#anie202000940-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#anie202000940-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#anie202000940-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}
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